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Knowledge Exchange Activities


April 2021 saw us change the way we worked with growers, moving away from large outdoor 
events and holding more smaller focussed activities.  This has seen our interaction with 
growers increase and a closer working relationship with crop  advisors. 


Demonstration sites were located on 5 farms, providing local hubs for BBRO, grower and 
agronomy knowledge exchange throughout the 2021 season.


This will continue in 2022 -Watch out for our events  
www.bbro.co.uk/events
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Investment Summary


The projected BBRO income for the year ending 31 March 2022 was £2.3m (£2.1m from the levy).  
Due to some excellent crop yields, as a result of limited weed, pest, disease and virus pressure 
on the crop and generally good harvest conditions, this was £200,000 higher than the predicted 
budget at the start of the year.  The BRRO income is based on the 5-year average yield, this 
resulted in a lower prediction for 2021 as this took into account the poor yields from 2020, largely 
due to the impact of virus yellows, drought and cercospora.  The additional income helped to offset 
the approved budget deficit in 21/22, which was based on ongoing project commitments and 
activities planned for the industry.  
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BBRO CORE VALUES


Office move
Whilst 2021 was a quieter year for the crop it was a very busy 
year for BBRO! In June we moved across the Norwich Research 
Park to take up a new home in the Centrum Building.  This 
has given us better laboratory and office facilities and is 
in general a much brighter and more engaging 
environment to work in.  We managed to make the 
move virtually cost neutral and we have 
gained a bit more space.


This has also given us a new dedicated plant 
clinic laboratory, a specific space for our 
growth chambers, and our new dirty 
laboratory where we do our soils and 
nematode work, which now has a 
better soil trap making it much 
more efficient.
We are now better equipped 
to host small groups and 
training sessions to 
demonstrate our 
research activities 
and welcome you 
to visit us in the
future – just 
drop us a 
line first!
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2021 was a breath of fresh air
with no big surprises! 


Dr Vicky Foster, Head of BBRO 


2020 was a tough year to follow, 
and with a lot of pessimism in 
the industry following some big 
crop losses, so it was great to 
have a fairly quiet year in 2021, 
in terms of agronomy and crop 


impact that is.  What started as a very cold spring and 
rather dull August turned out to produce some very 
big yields in the end, with no significant weed, pest or 
disease pressures.  This was certainly reflected in the 
plant clinic, with a little bit of everything but nothing 
of serious concern.  However, 
one very interesting visitor 
into the plant clinic was the 
tortoise beetle (photo right, 
courtesy of Tim Martin), which 
was found in a few fields in 
2021.  This has rarely been 
seen in the UK – is this a sign 
of climate change?? 


Whilst there were some pockets of Virus Yellows this 
wasn’t a big issue in 2021.  However, it isn’t a problem 
that’s gone away, and we started a new suite of field 
trials (Operation Emerald) in 2021 that generated some 
excellent preliminary data, due to the good growing 
conditions.  We will continue these trials for at least 
the next two years and then review the findings in 
more detail to decide on the practical implications for 
growers as well as the future virus reasearch priorties.  
You can see the initial findings on the BBRO website 
if you didn’t attend our BeetTech events in February 
2022, but these should be treated with caution at this 
early stage until we have more data. However, I believe 
it is important we share progress with you so you can 
see how we are using your levy to find solutions. 


It was also a much better year for the Recommended 
List (RL) trials and the data generated were of high 
quality with few issues. We are now starting to build up 
a more substantial set of data from untreated RL trials, 
for the first time in 2021 we had a later lifted untreated 
trial. These data will be more important going forwards 
as the crop stays in the ground for longer and, as 
a result, will be more susceptible to later disease 
infections. Extended protection being delivered via 
future plant protection products or genetics.  


One of the highlights for me in 2021 was being able 
to host our field events face to face, albeit in much 
smaller groups than previously, although your 
feedback suggests you really liked this approach.  This 
allowed more opportunity to have open discussions 
within the groups, and we will build on this in 2022 
with similar events.


Dr Jon Knight, 
Chair of the BBRO Stakeholder Committee


It seems that the only constant these days is change, 
and very little of it for the better.  The Stakeholder 
Committee is charged with ensuring that you as 
growers and levy payers get the information you 
need to farm sugar beet profitably, now and into 
the future.  Some things are obviously outside our 
control but getting it right in the field to ensure a 
resilient and economically viable system is something 
that BBRO can deliver.  This year the Committee 
has gained two extra members who sit as growers 
and are not representing any other body.  They both 
responded to our call for forward thinking people to 
join the Committee to ensure that we had greater 
grower engagement to keep us informed of what was 
happening at the “sharp end”.  David Jones is farm 
manager at Morley farms and James Beamish is farm 
manager at Holkham estates, both are fully engaged 
and proving their worth.  I am sure there are lots of 
other growers out there with good ideas for research, 
development, or knowledge exchange, so if that is you, 
let the BBRO team know.


It does look as though BBRO Events are returning 
to being physical rather than virtual, as was the case 
with BeetTech 22, and hopefully this will continue 
with others to come.  The delivery of knowledge to 
the industry is a key part of the BBRO mission and the 
Committee is working to ensure that this can be done 
in the most cost effective and efficient way. 


One big change to the Committee this year was the 
departure of Prof Debbie Sparkes who has been 
involved with advising the BBRO for the past 9 years.  
Her extensive knowledge of the research relating to 
sugar beet will no longer be easily available and her 
continual challenge of the purpose and quality of the 
science will need to be picked up by others.  Many 
thanks to Debbie and hopefully we can still call on her 
if advice is needed!


Apart from the eye watering increase in the price of 
inputs the virus yellows forecast is for very high levels 
in 2022, however, the good news is that CruiserSB was 
made available for seed treatment which should go a 
long way to effecting good control.  The time and effort 
that goes into submitting Emergency Authorisations 
is significant and Prof Mark Stevens is to be thanked 
for his work in this area.  It is important that all the 
regulations surrounding its use are adhered to in order 
to protect possible future applications.


Let us hope that this year’s crop is a successful one 
despite all the challenges.








Expanding our research capabilities


Dying for a drink: BBRO’s new drought testing capability, led by Dr Georgina Barratt


Testing sugar beet varieties for drought tolerance presents a challenge because the plants need to grow as they 
would in a commercial field, but soil water needs to be restricted.  In countries where drought is frequent and 
often prolonged this can be achieved through growing the beet outside in the field with the use of selected 
irrigation.  However, in the UK drought is harder to characterise, it can occur 
at almost any time from April to September and vary in length, and in some 
years there is no drought period at all.  For this reason, it is important that UK 
sugar beet varieties yield well both when water is readily available and un-
der drought.  UK conditions mean it is not viable to rely on simple field trials 
as drought is not guaranteed.  To overcome this, BBRO invested in two field 
scale polytunnels in 2021.  


In 2021 the temperature inside the polytunnel was almost the same as out-
side, throughout the season.  The cover reduced the light level by up to 40%, 
but levels were not atypical of those that are observed in the UK in some 


years.  The polytunnel will be moved each year to prevent the build-up of 
sugar beet pests and diseases.  The BBRO field team did a fantastic job of 
building and relocating the polytunnels, and their hard work in sourcing and 
building the polytunnel at short notice reflects their incredible flexibility and 
abililty to overcome challenges – well done team!  


The sugar beet were planted in wooden frames in 2021 like those used in 
our BCN trials, this allowed for better control of irrigation, preventing water 
movement between plots.  However, for 
2022 the beet will be drilled directly into 
the soil as the use of boxes can alter the 


physiology of the beet, and these sorts of differences need to be minimised.  
In addition to the polytunnel, BBRO also invested in a drip irrigation system 
controlled via WiFi, this was set up on site and powered using solar panels.  It 
is envisaged that the results of the drought trial will be disseminated at the 
end of the 2022 season, once two years of data has been collected. 


How drones are increasing BBRO’s research capacity and trial efficiency, led by Dr Alistair Wright


BBRO continues to expand our remote sensing and crop monitoring capabilities to produce new insights into 
crop growth and pest/disease  resistance.  Since first 
putting our advanced drone to use in 2019, equipped 
with its high-resolution colour, multispectral and 
thermal cameras, we have flown hundreds of missions 
and captured many gigabytes of images.  However, 
in the last year the real benefits have started to be 
reaped from this investment as our data analysis 
capabilities have developed.


These skills have been developed in house, in 
collaboration with The University of Nottingham, as 
part of the recently finished KTP research programme 
looking at varietal resistance to pest and diseases.  
We are proud to say that this project received 
an ‘Outstanding’ score by the assessors and is a 
testament to the success of the project.


We now not only can produce large maps and 3D 
models of the trial plots and commercial fields, but 
we can now extract quantifiable data from the crop 
canopy.  One such example is the canopy yellowing 
analysis being undertaken as part of the variety 
assessments for virus tolerance within Operation 
Emerald. We have found strong relationships between 
the crop canopy status in the summer and the final 
yield achieved under virus infection.  These data will 
help with earlier decision making for variety ordering 
but also ultimately help with detecting different strains 
of virus in your crops. 








A short snapshot of other highlights from 2021


‘All shades of yellow’


Operation Emerald was a great success in 2021.  Project ‘Verde’ looked at 
the impact of Beet mild yellowing virus (BMYV) and Beet yellows virus 
(BYV) on current RL varieties.  Trials were hand inoculated to ensure 
good infection and separate control blocks were used for comparison.  
BMYV was found to be less damaging than BYV in most varieties.  The 
experimental plots averaged 119 adjusted tonnes in the absence of virus, 
100 tonnes under BMYV and 88 tonnes under BYV.  This will be replicated 
for a further two years to see if the results are consistent across years. 


Capturing carbon – our aspirations


We are very aware of the concerns growers have around achieving net 
zero targets, and what this means in practice on farm.  We have been 
working closely with NFU Sugar and British Sugar to understand how 
we can obtain more accurate data for UK-grown sugar beet, as many 
current carbon calculators take data from oversees, which may be not 
as relevant to UK conditions.  Georgina has been exploring how the use 
of carbon flux towers, placed out in the field monitoring CO2 emissions, 
could be the answer to gaining much better data for our sector.  We 
hope to initiate  new projects during  2022.


The oldguard out – NEMGuard in


Following work by BBRO, with the manufacturer Ecospray and 
distributor Certis Europe, the authorisation for NEMguard DE in sugar 
beet for free living nematode control was approved at the end of 2021.  
Working with several  growers to trial the product at field scale,  we were 
pleasantly surprised by the positive results which showed the product 
to be an effective replacement for Vydate.  The photo shows smaller 
beet on the left as a result of FLN infection and without the protection of 
NEMguard.


It’s a risky business….


Not getting your fungicide timings correct that is!  The cercospora early 
warning alert was in full swing for the 2021 season.  Updated daily, it 
provides the risk of a cercospora outbreak in your local area by using an 
established temperature & humidity model, which is used to trigger a 
high-risk alert. Warm temperatures (>25oC) and high humidity (>90% for 
more than 10 hours per day) provide ideal conditions for rapid spread 
of this disease.  It is essential that crops are checked very closely for 
symptoms when at high risk. Applying fungicides at the early onset 
of cercospora symptoms is key to successful control, but only where 
symptoms are found. Look out for the cercospora early warning alerts in 
the BBRO bulletins throughout 2022.


‘Digging deep’ cutting back on nitrogen rates


In response to the exceptional  increase in fertiliser prices, many growers 
were asking BBRO how this may influence the economic optimum 
fertiliser rates ahead of drilling sugar beet in 2022.  BBRO responded 
with an opinions piece on our website looking primarily at nitrogen, 
but also considering phosphate and  potassium too.  BBRO developed 
a check list for you on how to avoid using too much nitrogen fertiliser 
during these challenging times with increasing input costs.





